
At the same time, this principle is being systematically applied 
to other areas as well: even more styles, zips and buttons, 
along with transport packaging, are now made completely of 
recycled materials. Moreover, the entire clothing collection 
and all equipment products are 100 % PFC-free! 32 % of 
all equipment styles are now bluesign®-approved.

The Idstein-based outdoor company is constantly finding in-
novative ways to actively and credibly protect the environ-
ment: more natural materials than before are used in the 
current collection. This significantly reduces plastic consump-
tion and the formation of microplastics. For example, 25 % 
of the new NANUK NATUREBLEND consists of the natural 
fibre Lyocell (TENCEL) and recycled synthetic fibres, and the 
new MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND is made of 50 % recycled 
wool and 50 % recycled synthetic fibres. 

‘Water-reduced’ technologies also play an ever-increasing 
role. One example of this is the ‘Future Dye’ technique, 
which makes it possible to reduce much of the water and 
wastewater previously used in the dyeing process. In addi-
tion, JACK WOLFSKIN continues to work hand in hand with 
the SEAQUAL PROJECT, which promotes the recycling of 
plastic waste collected from the Mediterranean. 

The Himalayas – the roof of the world! For its new autumn/
winter collection, JACK WOLFSKIN was inspired by the world’s 
highest mountain range: with its towering peaks, rugged 
wilderness and the centuries-old traditions of its peoples, 
the region continues to attract outdoor and trekking enthu-
siasts from around the world. The home of Mount Everest 
was chosen as the leitmotif for both ACTIVE OUTDOOR and 
EVERYDAY OUTDOOR. This captivating part of the world has 
played a key role in spurring the development of technologies, 
materials, colours and prints.  

In its new season, sustainability remains an essential core 
concept for JACK WOLFSKIN! As a pioneer in this area, 
JACK WOLFSKIN has continued to expand the revolutionary 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE technology and is using it in ever 
more articles of clothing and equipment. The TEXAPORE 
ECOSPHERE membrane is now produced using not only 
recycled waste cuttings but also 15 % recycled PET bottles, 
making it possible to feature this highly functional mem-
brane on even more styles in future. A total of 72 styles in 
the current collection contain recycled materials. 

WINTER 2020
Modern technologies, fashionable designs and outstanding, 
sustainable developments

•	COMMITTED:	ACTIVE	DEVELOPMENT	OF	SUSTAINABLE	TECHNOLOGIES	

•	CREDIBLE:	USE	OF	MORE	RECYCLED	AND	NATURAL	MATERIALS	

•	INNOVATIVE:	STYLISH	PRODUCTS	WITH	SMART	FUNCTIONS



Top highlights of the collection include the new winter sports 
products with technically advanced functions and ingenious 
detail solutions! These multifunctional premium products 
were created in collaboration with world-class skiing legend 
Felix Neureuther. The signature styles are labelled with their 
own unique logo, ‘Technically approved by Felix Neureuther’.

Following the successful launch of INFINITE Hiking Capsule 
in summer 2020, JACK WOLFSKIN is expanding this line in the 
new season. The extraordinary products the company has de-
veloped are distinguished by sporty design, bold colours and 
high-quality performance. 
Sustainability also plays an important role in the young and ur-
ban 365 Collection: the outer fabrics of nearly all new styles 
are made from fully recycled materials. Initially launched as 
a pure Capsule Collection for men, in the new season these 
extraordinary styles are now also available for women for the 
first time.

In the area of EQUIPMENT, JACK WOLFSKIN continues to focus 
on safety – for example, with the new technological PROTECT 
PACKS featuring a wide range of protective functions. Cut-
resistant materials, puncture-proof zips and certified scanning 

protection optimally secure valuable objects like laptops and 
wallets, as well as sensitive data, against unwanted access. 
The distinctive ILLUMINATION SERIES has been expanded. It 
offers innovative products with active illumination and, for the 
first time, a school bag.
A sustainability highlight is the new ECOLOADER PACKS, 
which are made entirely from sustainable materials. They 
combine our environmental commitment with lots of func-
tions and stylish design. All of their materials make an active 
contribution to protecting the ecosystem.

With highly functional products for mountaineering, trek-
king and other activities featuring innovative technologies, 
the focus in the area of FOOTWEAR is again on the ACTIVE 
OUTDOOR segment. But the EVERYDAY OUTDOOR and KIDS 
segments also feature numerous innovations and highly func-
tional models with innovative technologies to suit any activity 
and any budget. 

Aesthetes will find absolute highlights in the high-end looks 
of the premium line WOLFSKIN TECH LAB, which combines 
urban, clean designs with sustainable materials and high-
performance technologies.

INNOVATION, HIGHEST QUALITY 
AND FUNCTIONALITY FOR EVERYONE 
WHO’S AT HOME OUTDOORS
JACK WOLFSKIN is one of the leading providers of premium 
quality outdoor apparel, footwear and equipment in Europe 
and the largest franchisor in the sports retail market in Germany.  
JACK WOLFSKIN products are currently available in more than 
730 JACK WOLFSKIN stores and at over 4,000 points of sale 
worldwide. JACK WOLFSKIN products are renowned for their 
optimised functionality, high quality and exceptional innova-
tion. In recent years the specialist outdoor brand has captured 

a large share of the market with numerous new products and 
materials. JACK WOLFSKIN is also a pioneer of the first order 
when it comes to sustainability. The company has been a mem-
ber of the Fair Wear Foundation since 2010 and was awarded 
FWF Leader status every year since 2014. JACK WOLFSKIN is 
also a bluesign® system partner since 2011. The company is 
headquartered in Idstein, in the Taunus region of Germany 
and currently employs over 1,100 people worldwide.

PRESS CONTACT: JACK WOLFSKIN 
Ausrüstung für Draussen GmbH & Co. KGaA 
Jack Wolfskin Kreisel 1
65510 Idstein

E-Mail: presse@jack-wolfskin.com    
Tel.: +49 6126 954 0



New high-tech and eco-friendly developments

The new winter sports collection wins over outdoor enthusi-
asts with high-end products that feature high-tech functions 
and sophisticated details. It focuses especially on modern de-
sign, bold colours, dynamic fit and sustainable materials 
such as the recycled TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 
STRETCH. The brilliant colours are the result of the innovative, 
particularly eco-friendly dyeing process FUTURE DYE, which 
uses significantly less water, energy and chemicals and also 
generates low amounts of waste water. The multifunctional  

premium products guarantee optimal protection from 
cold and snow and, at the same time, maximum freedom 
of movement in all winter athletic activities. The products 
include clever, practical details. Former world-class skier 
Felix Neureuther drew on his experience to provide impor-
tant impetus in the development of the new collection. The 
signature styles are labelled with their own logo, ‘Technically 
approved by Felix Neureuther’.
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SUSTAINABLE WINTER 
SPORTS COLLECTION  
SETS NEW STANDARDS



SNOW SUMMIT JACKET M
Innovative technology and top functionality

With this jacket, sporty skiers are optimally outfitted for every adventure. 
It offers top performance and an extensive package of features: 

•	The	flexible	2-layer	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	FUTURE	DYE	STRETCH	2L,	 
 made of recycled materials, has water- and windproof properties and  
 guarantees breathable protection against the weather
•	The	sustainable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	fill	consists	of	100	%	 
 recycled synthetic fibre and keeps the wearer super warm
•	The	athletic	cut,	with	‘high	reach’	and	preformed	elbows,	follows	the	 
 wearer’s every movement
•	The	body-mapping	concept	with	breathable	DISTANCE	MESH	fabric	in	 
 the middle of the back ensures an optimal climate in the jacket.  
 Zips under the arms provide additional ventilation.
•	The	removable	hood	can	be	individually	adjusted	and	worn	over	a	helmet
•	The	chest	pockets	with	large	openings	are	easy	to	access	even	with	 
 gloves on. Two side pockets and an inside pocket offer additional  
 storage space.
•	Clever	details:	a	snow	skirt	made	of	4-way	stretch	material,	a	ski	pass	 
	 pocket,	waterproof	zips,	reflective	logos	and	the	RECCO® rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L; TEXAPORE O2+ 
3D VACUUM LAMINATION 2L; LOGO LINING TAFFETA ECOSPHERE;  
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free;  
bluesign® PRODUCT 
Weight: 1,195 g (size M)

SOLITUDE MOUNTAIN JACKET M  
Sustainable protection against the elements

This jacket with a slender silhouette is Felix Neureuther’s favourite product. 
It offers sustainable performance at the highest technical level along with an 
extensive package of features, making it ideal for ambitious skiers:

•	The	3-layer	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	FUTURE	DYE	STRETCH	3L,	 
 made of recycled materials, has water- and windproof properties  
 and guarantees breathable protection against the weather
•	The	sporty	cut	with	preformed	elbows	follows	every	movement
•	Zips	under	the	arms	ensure	optimal	ventilation
•	The	TEXAPORE	O2+	3D	material	on	the	shoulders	and	elbows	is	 
 especially sturdy and abrasion-resistant
•	A	helmet	can	be	worn	under	the	fully	adjustable	hood
•	The	chest	pockets	with	large	openings	are	easy	to	access	even	with	 
 gloves on. One sleeve pocket and one inside pocket offer additional  
 storage space.
•	Additional	features:	a	snow	skirt	made	of	4-way	stretch	material,	 
 waterproof zips, ventilation on the front of the collar and the  
 RECCO® rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 3L; 
TEXAPORE O2+ 3D VACUUM LAMINATION 3L; NYLON STRETCH JERSEY; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 820 g (size M)
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ATMOS JACKET M
Versatile	combination	of	materials
 
This breathable, warm and moisture-regulating insulated jacket with a high 
collar is a highlight product for ambitious skiers:

•	 It	combines	two	materials,	the	flexible	FLEX	SHIELD	AIRLITE	RIPSTOP	 
 and the new NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND, for ideal wearing  
 comfort as well as optimum functionality
•	The	bi-elastic,	long-stranded	MICROGUARD	STRETCH	material	makes	 
 additional seams unnecessary
•	The	open	outer	material	and	lining	are	especially	breathable	and	 
 provide unrestrained freedom of movement
•	Preformed	elbows
•	A	chest	pocket	and	two	side	pockets	with	large	vertical	openings	 
 offer plenty of storage space
 
Material: FLEX SHIELD AIRLITE RIPSTOP; NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 
FLEX SHIELD AIRLITE PLAIN; MICROGUARD STRETCH; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 450 g (size M)

0403

ARGO PEAK JACKET M
Superlight, compactible down jacket

This hooded windproof down jacket can be worn separately or under an 
outer jacket, depending on the weather:

•	The	high-quality,	RDS-certified	90/10	goose	down	insulation	with	a	fill	 
 power of 800 cuin offers an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio in  
 a very small packing volume
•	The	very	light	STORMLOCK	10D	MINIRIP	HIGH	TENACITY	material	 
 provides reliable wind protection and is also very rugged
•	Two	side	pockets	with	vertical	openings	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space
•	Practical	detail:	the	jacket	can	be	very	compactly	stowed	in	an	integrated	 
 pocket

Material: STORMLOCK 10D MINIRIP HIGH TENACITY; EN 90/10 WHITE 
DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 320 g (size M)

SNOW SKY LONGSLEEVE M
Base layer with top functionality

This narrow-cut functional shirt is ideal for sporty activities in cold tempe-
ratures. It offers optimal heat insulation and is fast-drying and especially 
breathable:  

•	The	new	FUTURE	DYE	MIDLAYER	material	consists	of	84	%	recycled	
	 synthetic	fibre	and	14	%	flexible	elastane	and	feels	pleasant	on	the	skin
•	The	narrow	collar	and	the	cuffs	fit	closely	
•	The	striking	print	#ATHOMEHOUTDOORS	fully	covering	the	outside	of	
 the left sleeve underscores the dynamic look

Material: FUTURE DYE MIDLAYER
Weight: 360 g (size M)
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SNOW SUMMIT PANTS M
Innovative technology and top 
functionality

These narrow-cut pants offer an extensive  
package of features and are full of new  
developments:

•	Their	main	material,	the	2-layer,	recycled	 
 TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH  
 2L, follows every movement
•	The	breathable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	 
 lining made from completely recycled synthetic  
 fibre keeps the wearer super warm
•	Preformed	knees	made	from	especially	 
 abrasion-resistant TEXAPORE O2+ 3D,  
 an adjustable waistband and detachable  
 braces guarantee an ideal fit
•	Zips	on	the	outside	of	the	thighs	provide	 
 optimum ventilation
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	and	a	leg	pocket	 
 offer unobtrusive storage space
•	Further	sophisticated	details:	reinforced	edge	 
 protection, loops on the waistband to fasten  
 to a jacket and hooks to fasten to ski boots,  
 waterproof zips and the RECCO® rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 
STRETCH 2L; TEXAPORE O2+ 3D VACUUM 
LAMINATION 2L; SOFTTOUCH TAFFETA STRETCH 
ECOSPHERE; MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; 
bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 840 g (size 50)

SOLITUDE MOUNTAIN PANTS M
Choice model for ultimate winter use

These sporty pants offer excellent freedom of 
movement and ideal climate conditions. Their 
main	material,	the	flexible,	3-layer,	recycled	
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 
3L, guarantees maximum wearing comfort for 
big days on the slopes:

•	Preformed	knees	made	from	especially	 
 abrasion-resistant TEXAPORE O2+ 3D, an  
 adjustable waistband that is cut higher in the  
 back and detachable braces ensure an ideal fit
•	Extra-long	zips	on	the	outsides	in	contrasting	 
 colour provide optimal ventilation
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	offer	unobtrusive	 
 storage space
•	Further	sophisticated	details:	reinforced	edge	 
 protection, loops on the waistband to fasten  
 to a jacket and hooks to fasten to ski boots,  
 waterproof zips and the RECCO® rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 
STRETCH 3L; TEXAPORE O2+ 3D VACUUM 
LAMINATION 3L; OXFORD REINFORCEMENT 
500D; LOGO LINING TAFFETA ECOSPHERE; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; 
bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 795 g (size 50)

KAMUI 24 PACK
Compact daypack for style-conscious 
skiing enthusiasts

This rugged winter backpack is a perfect compan-
ion on and around the slopes. The graphic moun-
tain print, inspired by the peaks of the Himalayas, 
underscores the sporty design: 

•	Details	in	the	signal	colour	red	facilitate	the	 
 intuitive handling. The lightweight,  
 tear-resistant CROSS RIP 300D material and  
 the high-quality workmanship guarantee  
 the highest functioning.
•	The	curved	backplate	provides	an	ergonomic	 
 fit; the well-cushioned and ventilated ACS  
 Tight carrying system optimally distributes the  
 load. Snow doesn’t stick to its surface.
•	Skis,	poles	and	helmet	can	be	securely	fastened	 
 to the outside, and equipment such as a shovel,  
 probe and first-aid set can be perfectly stowed  
 in the main compartment
•	Additional	practical	product	features:	an	 
 imprint with SOS rules on the inside of the  
 cover, a whistle on the chest strap, equipment  
 to accommodate a water bladder, a rain cover  
 that is integrated in the bottom and a waist  
 strap pocket

Material: CROSS RIP 300D; ARMATECH PLUS; 
100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Volume: 24 litres; weight: 950 g
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PANORAMA PEAK JACKET W
Performance meets style

This water- and windproof jacket offers top performance and an extensive 
equipment package. The graphic mountain print, inspired by the peaks of 
the Himalayas, emphasises the dynamic design:  

•	The	2-layer	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	FUTURE	DYE	STRETCH,	made	of	 
 recycled materials, guarantees breathable protection against the weather
•	The	sustainable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	fill	consists	of	100	%	recycled	 
 synthetic fibre and keeps the wearer super warm
•	The	sporty	cut	with	preformed	elbows	follows	every	movement
•	Zips	under	the	arms	ensure	optimal	ventilation
•	A	helmet	can	be	worn	under	the	fully	adjustable	hood
•	A	chest	pocket	with	large	opening	is	easy	to	access	even	with	gloves	on.	 
 Two side pockets and an inside pocket provide additional storage space
•	Additional	features:	a	snow	skirt,	a	ski	pass	pocket,	a	lens	cleaning	cloth,	 
 waterproof zips, ventilation on the front of the collar and the RECCO®  
 rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE STRETCH 2L DECOR; TEXAPORE 
ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L; MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 965 g (size S)

0201

SNOW SUMMIT JACKET W
High-performance ski jacket

With this jacket, sporty skiers are optimally outfitted for every adventure. 
It combines top functionality and innovative materials with a wide range of 
design features:

•	The	flexible	2-layer	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	FUTURE	DYE	STRETCH	2L,	 
 made of recycled materials, has water- and windproof properties and  
 guarantees breathable protection against the weather
•	The	sustainable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	fill	consists	of	100	%	recycled	 
 synthetic fibre and keeps the wearer super warm
•	The	athletic	cut,	with	‘high	reach’	and	preformed	elbows,	follows	the	 
 wearer’s every movement
•	The	body-mapping	concept,	with	breathable	DISTANCE	MESH	in	the	
 middle of the back and zips under the arms, ensures an optimal climate 
 in the jacket
•	The	removable	hood	can	be	individually	adjusted	and	worn	over	a	helmet
•	The	chest	pockets	with	large	openings	are	easy	to	access	even	with	gloves	 
 on. Two side pockets and an inside pocket offer additional storage space
•	Clever	details:	a	snow	skirt	made	of	4-way	stretch	material,	a	ski	pass	 
	 pocket,	waterproof	zips,	reflective	logos	and	the	RECCO® rescue system

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L; 
TEXAPORE O2+ FUTURE DYE 2L; TEXAPORE O2+ VACUUM LAMINATION 2L; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 940 g (size S)
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ATMOS JACKET W
Highest comfort for all activities

This breathable, warming, moisture-regulating, insulated jacket with a high 
collar is a technical highlight product: 

•	 It	combines	two	materials,	the	flexible	FLEX	SHIELD	AIRLITE	RIPSTOP	 
 and the new NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND, for high wearing comfort  
 as well as optimum functionality
•	The	bi-elastic,	long-stranded	MICROGUARD	STRETCH	material	makes	 
 additional seams unnecessary
•	The	open	outer	material	and	lining	are	especially	breathable	and	provide	 
 unrestrained freedom of movement. The elbows are preformed.
•	A	chest	pocket	and	two	side	pockets	with	zips	integrated	into	the	side	 
 seams offer unobtrusive storage space
 
Material: FLEX SHIELD AIRLITE RIPSTOP; NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 
NYLON STRETCH JERSEY; MICROGUARD STRETCH; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 380 g (size S)

0403

ARGO PEAK JACKET W
Superlight, super-warm down jacket

This hooded windproof down jacket can be worn separately or under an 
outer jacket, depending on the weather:

•	The	high-quality,	RDS-certified	90/10	goose	down	insulation	with	fill	 
 power of 800 cuin offers an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio in  
 a very small packing volume
•	The	very	light	STORMLOCK	10D	MINIRIP	HIGH	TENACITY	material	 
 provides reliable wind protection and is also very rugged
•	Two	side	pockets	with	vertical	openings	and	one	interior	pocket	offer	 
 unobtrusive storage space
•	Practical	detail:	the	jacket	can	be	very	compactly	stowed	in	an	 
 integrated pocket

Material: STORMLOCK 10D MINIRIP HIGH TENACITY; 
EN 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 285 g (size S)
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SNOW SUMMIT PANTS W
Reliable performance for the whole season

These narrow-cut pants offer an extensive package of features and are full 
of new developments:

•	Their	main	material,	the	flexible,	2-layer,	recycled	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	 
 FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L, offers maximum wearing comfort
•	The	breathable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	lining	made	from	completely	 
 recycled synthetic fibre keeps the wearer super warm
•	Zips	on	the	outside	of	the	thighs	provide	optimum	ventilation
•	A	special	feature:	a	high	quilted	and	filled	insert	in	the	waistband	ensures	 
 extra warmth for the lower back and protects against snow
•	Preformed	knees	and	an	adjustable	waistband	guarantee	an	optimal	fit
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space
•	Additional	features:	reinforced	edge	protection,	loops	on	the	waistband	 
 to fasten to a jacket and hooks to fasten to ski boots, waterproof zips  
 and the RECCO® rescue system 

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L; TEXAPORE 
ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 2L; OXFORD REINFORCEMENT 500D; STORMLOCK 
10D MINIRIP HIGH TENACITY; NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 670 g (size 36)



PANORAMA PEAK PANTS W
Outstanding weather protection and thermal comfort

These rugged, high-performance ski pants combine sustainable innovation 
with reliable performance:

•	The	flexible,	2-layer,	recycled	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	FUTURE	DYE	 
 STRETCH 2L material follows every movement
•	The	breathable	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	lining	made	from	100	%	
 recycled synthetic fibre keeps the wearer super warm
•	Preformed	knees,	an	adjustable	waistband	and	detachable	braces	
 guarantee an optimal fit
•	The	graphic	mountain	print,	inspired	by	the	peaks	of	the	Himalayas,	
 emphasises the dynamic design
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space
•	Additional	features:	reinforced	edge	protection,	loops	on	the	waistband	
 to fasten to a jacket and hooks to fasten to ski boots, waterproof zips 
 and the RECCO® rescue system 

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE STRETCH 2L DECOR; TEXAPORE 
ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE STRETCH 2L; OXFORD REINFORCEMENT 500D; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 645 g (size 36)
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SNOW SKY HALFZIP W
Base layer with high wearing comfort

This narrow-cut functional shirt is ideal for sporty activities in cold  
temperatures. It offers optimal heat insulation and is fast-drying and  
especially breathable: 

•	The	new	FUTURE	DYE	MIDLAYER	material	consists	of	84	%	recycled	 
	 synthetic	fibre	and	14	%	flexible	elastane	and	feels	pleasant	on	the	skin
•	The	collar	and	the	cuffs	fit	closely	
•	A	zip	allows	the	shirt	to	be	opened	down	to	the	chest	for	more	comfort	 
 and ventilation

Material: FUTURE DYE MIDLAYER
Weight: 300 g (size S)

MONTEROSA JACKET W
Technical softshell jacket with outstanding attributes

This signature-style hooded jacket offers many sophisticated features and an 
ideal combination of newly developed, innovative materials: 

•	The	3-layer,	windproof	main	material,	STORMLOCK	SOFTSHELL	
 ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 3L, and the 2-layer FLEXSHIELD THERMIC 
 ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 2L consist of 95 % recycled synthetic fibre
•	The	MICROGUARD	ECOSPHERE	insulation	made	of	recycled	synthetic	
 fibre keeps the wearer wonderfully warm
•	The	body-mapping	concept	ensures	an	optimal	climate	in	the	jacket
•	The	sporty	cut	with	preformed	elbows	follows	every	movement
•	The	opening	and	size	of	the	fixed	hoods	can	be	adjusted
•	Two	side	pockets	and	two	inside	pockets	offer	plenty	of	storage	space
•	Differently	coloured	cuffs	and	details	in	contrasting	red	underscore	
 the dynamic style 
•	Additional	features:	a	snow	skirt,	a	ski	pass	pocket,	a	lens	cleaning	cloth	 
 and the RECCO® rescue system

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 3L; FLEXSHIELD 
THERMIC ECOSPHERE FUTURE DYE 2L; TEXAPORE 02+ 3D VACUUM 
LAMINATION 2L; NANUK 300 TWINLOFT; MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
RECCO® rescue system; 100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 1,030 g (size S)

0807



Effective and committed – 
new materials and technologies for even more sustainability

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AT ITS BEST

Season for season, JACK WOLFSKIN is setting ambitious 
new goals for itself in matters of sustainability! In autumn/
winter 2020, the Idstein-based company again strengthens 
its trailblazing position and outstanding competence in sus-
tainable innovation with extraordinary, highly advanced 

technologies. ‘Zero waste’ continues to play a key role in 
the current collection. Protecting resources and effectively 
avoiding harmful emissions in the manufacture of the prod-
ucts is hugely important. 
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ECO-FRIENDLY	PROCESSES!		

The current collection makes 
yet greater use of even ‘water-
reduced’ technologies. The inno-
vative FUTURE DYE process, for 
example, saves a large amount of 
water compared to conventional 
dyeing. In it, the fibres are fused 
with colour pigments during the 
spinning process itself, making 
the classic dyeing process unnec-
essary. An additional environmen-
tal benefit: FUTURE DYE not only 
saves energy – it also employs sig-
nificantly less chemicals.

In total, the current autumn/winter  
collection includes 51 styles for 
women, men and children, whose 
main materials are made entirely 
from recycled* materials. 72 styles 
have a share of recycled materi-
als. Furthermore, the entire cloth-
ing collection and all equipment 
products are 100 % PFC-free!

(*Refers to outer material, membrane and lining.)  

LESS WASTE!  

Another special focus is the ongo-
ing development of the revolution-
ary TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE. With 
this technology, JACK WOLFSKIN 
became the first clothing manu-
facturer to launch an absolute in-
novation on the outdoor market: 
a jacket with outer material, mem-
brane and lining made entirely of 
recycled materials. For some time 
now, 100 % recycled fibres have 
also	been	used	 for	fleece	 fabrics	
and synthetic insulation. And ever 
more styles now even feature zips, 
buttons and plastic transport pack-
aging consisting of fully recycled 
materials. The highly functional 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE mem-
brane is now produced using not 
only recycled waste cuttings, but 
also 15 % recycled PET bottles. 
This allows even more styles to be 
outfitted with the first – and only 
– membrane made of 100 % recy-
cled materials. 

MORE NATURAL MATERIALS! 

In its development of new mate-
rials, JACK WOLFSKIN is focusing 
increasingly on the use of natural 
materials in order to reduce the 
unintended loss of microplastics 
from the clothing. The new, in-
novative NANUK NATUREBLEND 
consists of 25 % lyocell (TENCEL) 
– a synthetic fibre made of natural 
materials – and recycled synthetic 
fibre. It combines optimum ther-
mal insulation with great wearing 
comfort. 

A further innovation in the cur-
rent collection is the new MICRO-
GUARD WOOLBLEND: the mix of 
one half recycled wool and one 
half recycled synthetic fibres offers 
very good thermal retention and 
outstanding breathability, and is 
odour-inhibiting without the use 
of biocides.

DYE
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 CLIFTON HILL JACKET M, TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE TWILL PEACHED 2L

 ISLAND PEAK SHIRT M, ORGANIC COTTON FLANNEL LIGHT

 DOVER ROAD CARGO PANT M, FUNCTION 65 TWILL STRETCH

 CROSSING PEAK GLOVE M, NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND

 BRAND T M, ORGANIC	COTTON	SINGLE	JERSEY

 CROSSING PEAK CAP, NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND 
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 COLD BAY COAT W, TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE STRETCH 2L

 WHITE COAST JACKET W, NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	HEATHER

 AT HOME T W, ORGANIC	COTTON	SINGLE	JERSEY	HEATHER

 ICEGUARD SKIRT W, STORMLOCK SOFTTOUCH ECOSPHERE

 PICCADILLY, FULL DULL 600D RE

 ARTIST ECOSPHERE GLOVE, NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE 
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SEAQUAL OCEAN  
PROJECT
Thread made from recycled plastic waste – for sustainable styles and clean oceans

Clean oceans without plastic waste – that’s the ambitious 
goal of the SEAQUAL initiative. And JACK WOLFSKIN is 
continuing its partnership with this innovative project in its 
current collection as well. The Spanish company cooper-
ates with 1,500 fishermen who collect plastic waste from 
the Mediterranean. This is then made into SEAQUAL fibres.  

Each kilogram of SEAQUAL produced corresponds to one 
kilogram of plastic waste. For the 2020 autumn/winter sea-
son, four new styles have been developed using this syn-
thetic fibre derived from plastic marine refuse along with 
organic cotton. Their ocean-themed prints underscore the 
importance of clean seas for our planet. 

 



Innovative and sporty – perfect products for ambitious hiking

Following the successful launch of the Hiking Capsule  
Collection in summer 2020, JACK WOLFSKIN is continuing 
its expansion of this line in the new season. The extraordi-
nary products it has developed are distinguished by sporty 
design, bold colours and maximum performance. New, 
innovative materials score points particularly in the area 
of sustainability: MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND, a mix of 

recycled wool and recycled synthetic fibre, provides excel-
lent thermal retention and optimal breathability and inhibits 
odour. NANUK NATUREBLEND, made of recycled synthetic 
fibre and TENCEL natural fibre, guarantees ideal heat insula-
tion and great wearing comfort. The innovative SUPER DWR 
treatment offers lasting protection against the weather. 
Striking contrasting colours emphasise the dynamic look. 
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CROSSING PEAK JACKET M
Innovative material combination for active expeditions

This lightweight, windproof hybrid jacket is a true highlight product:

•	The	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH	material	in	the	lined	front	section	 
 provides reliable protection against wind
•	The	jacket’s	innovative	MICROGUARD	WOOLBLEND	fill	delivers	top	 
 thermal performance with its mix of recycled wool and recycled  
 synthetic fibre
•	The	flexible	NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	material	combines	 
 recycled synthetic fibre and TENCEL to ensure optimum freedom of  
 movement in the sleeves and back and great overall wearing comfort
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space	
 
Material: NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; STORMLOCK PAPERTOUCH; 
MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 510 g (size M) 

EAGLE PEAK INSULATED JACKET M
Dynamic look and sustainable performance

This hooded jacket with eye-catching colourblocking is the ideal 
companion for sporty hikers: 

•	The	flexible,	2-layer	TEXAPORE	O2+	material	follows	every	movement	 
 and is very breathable. Thanks to its SUPER DWR finish, it is also  
 extremely water-repellent.
•	The	innovative	MICROGUARD	WOOLBLEND	fill,	with	its	mix	of	recycled	 
 wool and recycled synthetic fibre, offers very good thermal performance
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings,	one	chest	pocket	and	one	interior	 
 pocket offer unobtrusive storage space
•	Additional	features:	individually	adjustable	hood	size	and	opening;	 
 preformed elbows and ‘high reach’ cut for maximum freedom of movement 

Material: TEXAPORE O2+ DOBBY 2L SUPER DWR; LOGO LINING TAFFETA; 
MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 870 g (size M) 

01 02

RUGGED, LIGHT  
AND FLEXIBLE 



OVERLAND II PANTS M
Rugged pants with technical details

These narrow-cut, sporty pants are ideal for cold days:

•	The	lightweight	FLEXSHIELD	material	is	highly	flexible	and	at	the	 
 same time very robust and extremely comfortable on the skin
•	Preformed	knees	and	an	elastic	waistband	allow	ample	freedom	 
 of movement
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	with	side	openings,	one	on	the	back	 
 and an attached leg pocket in contrasting colour offer unobtrusive  
 storage space

Material: FLEXSHIELD; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 450 g (size 50)
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SKY PEAK JACKET M
Dynamic, athletic, sustainable performance 

This versatile, high-performance mid-layer with a high collar is well-suited  
to all fast-forward activities:

•	The	new	NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	material,	with	its	mix	of	 
 recycled synthetic and innovative TENCEL cellulose fibre, combines ideal  
 thermal retention with active moisture management
•	The	pleasantly	soft,	elastic	material	unites	high	wearing	comfort	with	 
 sustainable and technical attributes
•	A	melange	look	on	the	front	and	the	attached	chest	pocket	in	contrasting	 
 colour emphasise the jacket’s dynamic appeal
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space	

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 
NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND HEATHER; NYLON STRETCH JERSEY
Weight: 400 g (size M)

SKY PEAK SOFTSHELL M 
Modern softshell jacket for ambitious hikes

The narrow-cut, hooded softshell jacket with bold colourblocking offers  
a high degree of wearing comfort and ideal breathability and moisture  
management, even in strenuous phases: 

•	The	combination	of	the	materials	STORMLOCK	SOFTSHELL	OXFORD	 
 and STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL HEATHER protects against icy wind 
•	Preformed	elbows	guarantee	great	freedom	of	movement
•	Zips	under	the	arms	ensure	optimal	ventilation
•	The	fixed	hood	has	an	adjustable	opening
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space	

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL OXFORD; 
STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL HEATHER; 
100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 665 g (size M)
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KIEWA PRIME JACKET M 
Effective, sustainable and multifunctional mid-layer

The mid-layer jacket sets new standards in the area of technical and sustain-
able material combinations, with a mix that ensures both high wearing 
comfort and optimal functionality:

•	The	flexible	NANUK	DYNAMIC	ECOSPHERE	Q.M.C.	consists	of	100	%	 
 recycled synthetic fibre, provides ideal warmth and is especially fast-drying  
 and breathable 
•	The	new	NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	material	made	of	recycled	 
 synthetic fibre and the innovative TENCEL cellulose fibre offers ideal  
 freedom of movement
•	A	chest	pocket	and	two	side	pockets	with	zips	integrated	into	the	 
 side seams offer unobtrusive storage space

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC ECOSPHERE Q.M.C.; 
NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 460 g (size M)

HYDRO HOODED II JACKET M
Innovative weather protection

This lightweight, breathable hooded jacket can be worn either as a mid-layer 
or separately: 

•	The	NANUK	DYNAMIC	TECH	FLEECE	material	features	the	innovative	 
 SUPER DWR technology – it is extremely water-repellent and lasts many  
 times longer than conventional waterproofing. The technology also scores  
 points for sustainability: unlike other DWR finishes, SUPER DWR is  
 produced without using water.
•	The	material	is	additionally	wind-repellent,	keeps	the	wearer	wonderfully	 
 warm and dries quickly
•	The	fixed	hood	has	an	adjustable	opening
•	The	striking	contrasting	colourblocking	emphasises	the	dynamic	look
•	Two	side	pockets	offer	ample	storage	space

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC TECH FLEECE SUPER DWR; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 510 g (size M) 
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CROSSING PEAK JACKET W
Sporty, high-performance hybrid jacket 

With this lightweight, windproof hybrid jacket, ambitious hikers are ideally 
equipped on the trail:

•	The	STORMLOCK	PAPERTOUCH	material	in	the	lined	front	section	 
 provides reliable protection against wind
•	The	jacket’s	innovative	MICROGUARD	WOOLBLEND	fill	keeps	the	 
 wearer wonderfully warm with its mix of recycled wool and recycled  
 synthetic fibre
•	The	flexible	NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	material	combines	 
 recycled synthetic fibre and TENCEL to ensure optimum freedom of  
 movement in the sleeves and back and great overall wearing comfort
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings	underscore	the	jacket’s	slim	silhouette,	 
 while the quilting and colourblocking emphasise its dynamic look 

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; STORMLOCK PAPERTOUCH; 
MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 390 g (size M)

EAGLE PEAK INSULATED JACKET W
Perfect performance and wonderful warmth

Light, warm and waterproof – this hooded jacket with eye-catching 
colourblocking is ideal for sporty hikers:

•	The	flexible,	2-layer	TEXAPORE	O2+	material	follows	every	movement	 
 and is very breathable. Thanks to its SUPER DWR finish, it is also  
 extremely water-repellent.
•	The	innovative	MICROGUARD	WOOLBLEND	fill,	with	its	mix	of	recycled	 
 wool and recycled synthetic fibre, offers very good thermal performance
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings,	one	chest	pocket	and	one	interior	 
 pocket offer unobtrusive storage space
•	Additional	features:	individually	adjustable	hood	size	and	opening;	 
 preformed elbows 

Material: TEXAPORE O2+ DOBBY 2L SUPER DWR; 
MICROGUARD WOOLBLEND; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 700 g (size S) 

01 02

OVERLAND II PANTS W
Flexible, rugged pants with practical design features

These narrow-cut, sporty pants are ideal for cold days:

•	The	lightweight	FLEXSHIELD	material	is	highly	flexible	and	at	the	same	 
 time very robust and extremely comfortable on the skin
•	Preformed	knees	and	an	elastic	waistband	allow	ample	freedom	of	 
 movement
•	Two	pockets	on	the	front	with	side	openings,	one	on	the	back	and	an	 
 attached leg pocket in contrasting colour offer unobtrusive storage space

Material: FLEXSHIELD; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 385 g (size 36)
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HYDRO HOODED II JACKET W
Technical, reliable all-rounder  

This lightweight, breathable hooded jacket can be worn either as a mid-layer 
or separately:

•	The	NANUK	DYNAMIC	TECH	FLEECE	material	features	the	innovative	 
 SUPER DWR technology – it is extremely water-repellent and lasts many  
 times longer than conventional waterproofing. The technology also  
 scores points for sustainability: unlike other DWR finishes, SUPER DWR  
 is produced without using water.
•	The	material	is	additionally	wind-repellent,	keeps	the	wearer	wonderfully	 
 warm and dries quickly
•	The	striking	contrasting	colourblocking	emphasises	the	dynamic	look
•	The	fixed	hood	has	an	adjustable	opening
•	Two	side	pockets	offer	ample	storage	space

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC TECH FLEECE SUPER DWR; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 400 g (size S)
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SKY PEAK JACKET W
Sustainable functionality for active use

This versatile high-performance mid-layer with a high collar is ideal for all 
fast-forward activities:

•	The	new	NANUK	DYNAMIC	NATUREBLEND	material,	with	its	mix	of	 
 recycled synthetic and innovative TENCEL cellulose fibre, combines optimal  
 thermal retention with active moisture management
•	The	pleasantly	soft,	elastic	material	unites	high	wearing	comfort	with	 
 sustainable and technical attributes
•	A	melange	look	on	the	front	and	raglan	sleeves	in	contrasting	colour	 
 emphasise the jacket’s dynamic appeal
•	Two	side	pockets	with	large	openings	are	integrated	into	the	side	seams	 
 and offer unobtrusive storage space

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND; 
NANUK DYNAMIC NATUREBLEND HEATHER; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 350 g (size S)

0504

SKY PEAK SOFTSHELL W
Optimal wearing comfort and functionality 

This hooded softshell jacket with bold colourblocking and a feminine  
silhouette is perfect for sporty hikes: 

•	The	combination	of	the	materials	STORMLOCK	SOFTSHELL	OXFORD	 
 and STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL HEATHER protects against icy wind
•	Preformed	elbows	guarantee	great	freedom	of	movement
•	Zips	under	the	arms	ensure	optimal	ventilation
•	The	fixed	hood	has	an	adjustable	opening
•	A	melange	look	on	the	front	and	the	attached	chest	pocket	in	contrasting	 
 colour emphasise the jacket’s dynamic appeal 
•	Two	side	pockets	with	side	openings	offer	unobtrusive	storage	space	

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL OXFORD; STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL 
HEATHER; 100 % PFC-free; bluesign® PRODUCT
Weight: 555 g (size S)
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 365 FLASH FIELD PARKA W    365 HIDEAWAY DOWN JACKET W

 365 FLASH OVERHEAD JACKET W    365 HIDEAWAY FLEECE W    365 FLASH FLEECE W

With the innovative 365 Collection, JACK WOLFSKIN offers 
a combination of technologically high-end functions and 
extremely stylish looks. Following its successful launch as a 
Capsule Collection for men, its continuation in the new sea-
son showcases extraordinary styles that have now also been 
developed for women for the first time. The collection places 
sustainability at the forefront: the outer fabrics of almost all 
the new looks consist of completely recycled materials. The 

result is modern products perfectly suited to the active lifestyle 
of a new generation. The target group: young urbanites 
who are environmentally conscious, social media-savvy and 
always on the move – preferably outdoors. Ideal products for 
this group involve distinctive styles with bold colourblocking, 
asymmetrical prints and plenty of features for maximum per-
formance – 365 days a year, from home to work, on the pave-
ment or in the park, from one outdoor activity to the next!

The 365 Collection – now also for women!

PERFORMANCE AND STYLE
FOR EVERY DAY
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 365 FLASH FIELD PARKA M    365 FLASH JACKET M     365 FLASH OVERHEAD JACKET M

  365 HIDEAWAY FLEECE M    365 FLASH FLEECE M
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This is the way an ideal Travel Collection should be – with 
compact stowability, strong performance and smart func-
tions! The light, modern products in the line offer innovative 
protection for all kinds of weather. They are versatile, super 
elastic and extremely fast-drying. In the new season, many 
styles also incorporate more recycled materials. And for the 
first time, they also include down: three models for women 

and men respectively, with high-quality, RDS-certified duck 
down offer excellent performance. The collection comprises 
a total of 22 casual men’s and women’s products that are 
perfectly suited for active weekend getaways or daily trips 
around town. A practical extra: each of the products can be 
stowed in a separate or integrated pack bag.

 JWP HYBRID JACKET M    JWP DOWN JACKET M    JWP SHELL M    JWP WINTER PANTS M
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SMALL, STRONG, SMART 
Perfectly packed lightweights – the innovative PACK AND GO! series
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 JWP HYBRID JACKET W    JWP DOWN JACKET W

 JWP WINTER PANTS W    JWP SHELL W    JWP SHOPPER
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Warm and waterproof – perfect outfits for every day
STYLE AND FUNCTION
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 COLD BAY PARKA M    GLACIER BAY PARKA M    OAKWOOD JACKET M

 BARROW BAY JACKET M   5  BRAND HOODY M    DOVER ROAD CARGO PANTS M
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The new EVERYDAY OUTDOOR styles are ideal for a wide 
range of urban activities! The number of sustainable products 
using the revolutionary TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE technology 
made of fully recycled* materials has been further expanded. 

Fill materials made of RDS-certified down keep the wearer 
wonderfully warm. Last but not least: all of the styles are 
100 % PFC-free!

M
EN

(*Refers to shell, membrane and lining.)



 WILDWOOD JACKET W   WILDWOOD PARKA W   WHITE COAST JACKET W

 KYOTO COAT W    CRYSTAL PALACE JACKET W

 HIGH CLOUD JACKET W     HIMALAYA FLOWER T W 
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We place a premium on security! For the current season, JACK 
WOLFSKIN has developed the new technological PROTECT 
PACKS with a wide range of protective functions: the outer  
pocket and shoulder strap webbing is made of cut-resistant 
material, and the zips, with their double rows of teeth, are 
puncture-proof and lockable. Certified scanning protection 
prevents unwanted contactless scanning of sensitive data, 

such as from credit cards or passports – because the TÜV-tested  
CRYPTALLOY	barrier	built into the security compartment in 
the back of the pack reliably blocks signals for all common 
RFID frequencies. This means that valuable objects like laptops 
and cameras, as well as digital privacy, are always optimally 
protected against unwanted access – both in your everyday 
routine and on trips. 

Guaranteed theft-proof: PROTECT PACKS with double protection

VALUABLES AND DATA – 
PERFECTLY PROTECTED

PROTECT 28 PACK
Multifunctional mobile ‘safe’

This roomy daypack perfectly protects valuable objects and data from un-
wanted access:

•	The	prominent	melange-patterned	outer	pocket	is	made	of	the	 
 cut-resistant SAFETY KNIT 12 material
•	The	lockable	zips,	with	their	double	rows	of	teeth,	are	puncture-proof
•	A	CRYPTALLOY	barrier	integrated	in	the	security	compartment	in	the	 
 back effectively blocks signals for all common RFID frequencies, protecting  
 sensitive data from theft
•	The	ACS	Tight	carrying	system	with	cushioned	shoulder	straps	provides	 
 optimal weight distribution, as well as ideal ventilation by means of a  
 central air duct in the back area. The shoulder strap webbing is also  
 cut-resistant and can be attached to a fixed point with the security clasp.
•	A	padded	compartment	affords	safe	stowage	of	a	laptop	or	tablet	

Material: TWILL 300D; SAFETY KNIT 12; CROSS RIP 300D; 
100 % PFC-free; RFID PROTECT 
Volume: 28 litres; weight: 960 g

01

PROTECT 20 PACK
Theft-proof on the go  

This small daypack perfectly protects valuable objects and data from un-
wanted access:

•	The	prominent	melange-patterned	outer	pocket	is	made	of	the	 
 cut-resistant SAFETY KNIT 12 material
•	The	lockable	zips,	with	their	double	rows	of	teeth,	are	puncture-proof
•	A	CRYPTALLOY	barrier	integrated	in	the	security	compartment	in	the	 
 back effectively blocks signals for all common RFID frequencies, protecting  
 sensitive data from theft
•	The	ACS	Tight	carrying	system	with	cushioned	shoulder	straps	provides	 
 optimal weight distribution, as well as ideal ventilation by means of a  
 central air duct in the back area. The shoulder strap webbing is also  
 cut-resistant and can be attached to a fixed point with the security clasp.
•	A	padded	compartment	affords	safe	stowage	of	a	laptop	or	tablet	

Material: TWILL 300D; SAFETY KNIT 12; CROSS RIP 300D; 
100 % PFC-free; RFID PROTECT 
Volume: 20 litres; weight: 760 g
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For everyone who is regularly on the go at dusk or in the dark, 
visibility en route is of highest priority. For the current sea-
son, to meet these special requirements of commuters and 
kids, JACK WOLFSKIN has developed extraordinary products 
with integrated illumination. With a commercially avail-
able powerbank, the optical fibre of the new ILLUMINATION 

SERIES shines bright red for many hours. And for the first 
time, a school bag is now equipped with active illumination 
too. BEAMY, featuring many functions and attractive details, 
is ideal for primary school pupils aged 6 years or older. Its all-
round optical fibre makes the wearer highly visible.

REAL EYE-CATCHERS
Let there be light! Innovative products with active illumination

ALLSPARK
Striking brilliance  

This sporty daypack with integrated illumination by OSRAM is perfect for 
activities in the dark:

•	All-round	red	optical	fibre	acts	as	an	enlarged	rear	light	to	ensure	good	 
 visibility
•	The	pack’s	design	was	inspired	by	classic	courier	bags.	With	its	roll-top	 
	 closure,	it	offers	flexible	volume.
•	The	magnetic	clasp	can	be	opened	easily	even	with	gloves	on
•	An	extra	compartment	on	the	back	of	the	cover	provides	space	for	a	 
 powerbank With a commercially available model of 2,500 mA capacity,  
 the ALLSPARK shines for up to nine hours
•	Further	features:	an	illuminated	organiser	in	the	interior	with	four	pockets	 
 and key hooks; a spacious compartment in the back for wallet,  
	 smartphone,	etc.;	reflective	details

Material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D; 100 % PFC-free; illumination by OSRAM
Volume: 20 litres; weight: 830 g
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SPARKSLING
Light and bright

This sling bag with active illumination by OSRAM is perfect 
for daily use – in your free time, on your bike or on trips: 

•	All-round	red	optical	fibre	ensures	excellent	visibility	at	 
 dusk and in the dark
•	The	outer	pocket	offers	space	for	a	powerbank.	With	a	 
 commercially available model of 2,500 mA capacity, the  
 SPARKSLING shines for up to 18 hours.
•	The	OWL	closure	is	flexible	and	clever:	the	bag	can	be	 
 carried either with 2-point fixation over the left or right  
 shoulder as preferred, or on the back, close to the body,  
 with 3-point fixation
•	Further	features	include	the	interior-illuminated	main	 
 compartment with two inside pockets as well as  
	 reflective	details

Material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D; 100 % PFC-free; 
illumination by OSRAM
Volume: 8 litres; weight: 350 g

BEAMY
Shining model 

This school bag with active illumination by OSRAM and many functions is 
perfect for primary school pupils 6 years and older: 

•	All-round	red	optical	fibre	ensures	excellent	visibility	on	the	way	to	and	 
 from school at dusk and in the dark
•	The	pocket	in	the	cover	accommodates	a	powerbank.	With	a	commercially	 
 available model of 2,500 mA capacity, the BEAMY shines for up to nine  
 hours.
•	The	ACS	Tight	carrying	system	with	cushioned	shoulder	straps	can	be	 
 individually adjusted for height and guarantees high carrying comfort
•	The	satchel-style	backpack	offers	plenty	of	storage	space	for	everything	 
 kids need at school
•	The	wide	opening	and	cascade	organisation	of	the	main	compartment	 
 make books and exercise books quickly accessible
•	An	appealing	design	detail:	the	washable,	robust	bottom	tray	with	raised	 
 paws leaves tracks in mud and snow
•	Further	well-conceived	features:	two	roomy	side	pockets;	a	front	pocket	 
 with key hooks; a name badge and timetable in a special window;  
	 reflective	details	on	all	sides

Material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D; FACE OFF 900D; 100 % PFC-free; 
illumination by OSRAM
Volume: 24 litres; weight: 1,140 g
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PLUG IN YOUR POWER BANK AND SHINE FOR UP TO 9 HOURS.

PLUG IN YOUR POWER BANK AND SHINE FOR UP TO 9 HOURS.
Plug in a customary Power Bank (2500mAh) inside and PROTON will shine up to 9 hours.This pack brings the future a step closer to home, notably on your backs, because it shines in the dark.

It‘s ideal either for sport or when you are out and about.No matter whether you are on your bike, out in traffic, on the way to school, university or the office, or out hiking, this pack will make you instantly more visible.
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Sustainability heads the JACK WOLFSKIN agenda again in the 
new season! The new ECOLOADER PACKS are an absolute 
highlight. They combine our environmental commitment 
with lots of functions and stylish design. All of their materi-
als make an active contribution to protecting the ecosystem. 
All of the synthetics used are 100 % recycled. One true in-
novation is the cushioning of the packs’ back and shoulder 
straps with BLOOMFOAM™ algae foam. The algae used in 

BLOOMFOAM™ are an especially sustainable renewable re-
source. Thanks to its high dampening characteristics derived 
from these algae, the foam is perfectly suited for use in cush-
ioning. An extra benefit for nature: in the production pro-
cess of the BLOOMFOAM™ that goes into the ECOLOADER 
PACKS, water is purified from algae to the standard of drink-
ing water and returned to the natural cycle. 

PURE SUSTAINABILITY
100 % environmental protection: the new packs – 
made completely of sustainable materials 

ECOLOADER 24 PACK
Natural and sustainable

This sporty daypack is an absolute highlight in matters of sustainability. With 
it, eco-conscious outdoor enthusiasts are perfectly equipped for hiking, 
travelling and free-time pursuits:

•	All	of	its	materials	make	an	active	contribution	to	protecting	the	 
 ecosystem. All of the synthetics used are 100 % recycled – from the  
 fabrics, ingredients, zips, webbings and other parts needed for  
 construction right down to the sewing thread.
•	The	shoulder	straps	and	back	part	of	the	smart	ACS	Tight	carrying	system	 
 are cushioned with BLOOMFOAM™ algae foam. The algae used in  
 BLOOMFOAM™ are an especially sustainable renewable resource.  
 Thanks to its high dampening characteristics derived from these algae,  
 the foam is perfectly suited for use in back systems as well as shoulder  
 straps.
•	An	extra	benefit	for	nature:	in	the	production	of	the	BLOOMFOAM™	 
 that goes into one ECOLOADER 24 PACK, 59 litres of water are purified  
 from algae
•	The	zip	slider	made	of	metal,	a	raw	material	that	occurs	naturally	in	 
 the earth, is especially long-lasting
•	 Intelligent	function:	the	innovative	course	of	the	4-way	zip	enables	 
 expansive diagonal access across the entire front and cover. A very  
 practical detail: it can be opened on both sides from two positions.
•	Further	features:	a	large	slide-in	pouch	in	the	back	for	wallet,	smartphone	 
 or keys; an integrated rain cover

Material: DIAMOND CROSS 300D RE; 100 % recycled; 100 % PFC-free; 
bluesign® PRODUCT 
Volume: 24 litres; weight: 870 g
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ECOLOADER 12 BAG
Sustainable sling bag

This small daypack with a sporty sling bag look is an absolute highlight in 
matters of sustainability. With it, eco-conscious outdoor enthusiasts are  
ideally equipped for leisure pursuits, hiking and travel: 

•	All	of	its	materials	make	an	active	contribution	to	protecting	the	 
 ecosystem. All of the synthetics used are 100% recycled – from the  
 fabrics, ingredients, zips, webbings and other parts needed for  
 construction right down to the sewing thread.
•	The	shoulder	straps	and	back	part	of	the	smart	ACS	Tight	carrying	system	 
 are cushioned with BLOOMFOAM™ algae foam. The algae used in  
 BLOOMFOAM™ are an especially sustainable renewable resource.  
 Thanks to its high dampening characteristics derived from these algae,  
 the foam is perfectly suited for use in back systems as well as shoulder  
 straps.
•	An	extra	benefit	for	nature:	in	the	production	of	the	BLOOMFOAM™	 
 that goes into one ECOLOADER 12 BAG, 35 litres of water are purified  
 from algae
•	The	zip	slider	made	of	metal,	a	raw	material	that	occurs	naturally	in	the	 
 earth, is especially long-lasting
•	 Intelligent	function:	its	two	fixing	points	allow	the	sling	bag	to	be	carried	 
 over the right or left shoulder, as preferred. The innovative course of the  
 4-way zip enables expansive diagonal access across the entire front and  
 cover. A very practical detail: it can be opened on both sides from two  
 positions. Further features: a large slide-in pouch in the back for wallet,  
 smartphone or keys; an integrated rain cover.

Material: DIAMOND CROSS 300D RE; 100 % recycled; 100 % PFC-free; 
bluesign® PRODUCT 
Volume: 12 litres; weight: 350 g
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PERFECTLY EQUIPPED
FOR EVERY TERRAIN
Highly functional footwear for mountaineering, hiking and trekking

JACK WOLFSKIN is committed to offering new products that 
deliver extraordinary performance, and its FOOTWEAR range 
is no exception. The focus of this year’s autumn/winter collec-
tion is once again on the ACTIVE OUTDOOR segment. Here, 
the company has developed highly functional products 
with innovative technologies for ambitious mountain-
eering trips and exciting trekking activities. Explorers, adven-
turers and those involved in fast-forward sports will be ideally 
equipped for every activity and every weather.

Expertise and experience play an important role in the design 
of the high-tech mountain and hiking boots: they have been 

developed in collaboration with professional mountain guides 
from the renowned Alpinschule Innsbruck (ASI) and are the 
ultimate high-end products in terms of performance, com-
fort and style.

To provide a clear overview, all footwear has been grouped 
into categories following the established, industry-standard 
‘application index’: A (light hiking boots), A/B (technical hiking 
boots), B (light trekking boots), B/C (robust trekking boots),  
C (alpine climbing boots) and M (multifunctional shoes).  
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FORCE STRIKER TEXAPORE MID & LOW M/W
Innovative design and ultimate performance

Modern, high-tech and ambitious, these superlight, category A/B hiking 
boots are the ultimate high-end product in the new collection! They were 
developed and tested jointly with the experienced mountain guides of the 
Alpinschule Innsbruck (ASI) and are perfect for intensive, serious day treks in 
mid-altitude mountain regions.

•	The	TEXAPORE	membrane	is	waterproof	and	extremely	breathable
•	The	TPU	chassis	makes	for	a	compact,	slim	fit
•	The	exclusive	VIBRAM	sole	offers	optimum	grip	for	performance	hiking	 
 on any terrain
•	The	innovative	sole	unit	with	the	forefoot	FORCE	PLATE	supports	a	 
 dynamic, powerful step. It ensures targeted stability and offers puncture  
 resistance on challenging terrains.
•	The	soft,	functional	REFLEX	FOAM	midsole	makes	the	boots	extremely	 
 comfortable
•	A	rubber	cap	protects	the	toes	
•	Also	available	in	a	sporty	low	version	with	identical	features

Material: TEXTILE main material; TEXAPORE O2+; VIBRAM sole;  
ASI-approved

Mid	version: 
Weight: 935 g (M, size 8); 765 g (W, size 4)

Low	version:	
Weight: 830 g (M, size 8); 690 g (W, size 4)

MEN

WOMEN



The EVERYDAY OUTDOOR range also boasts plenty of new 
products for the new season. Extra-comfortable shoes have 
been developed in modern styles for a wide range of activi-
ties. A highlight of the new autumn/winter collection are the 

hiking-inspired boots. They are light, warm and stylish and 
make perfect everyday companions – for urban environments, 
outdoor activities and weekend trips. 

Everyday Outdoor – perfekte Modelle für Travel & Leisure

FUNCTIONAL 
AND STYLISH

  AUCKLAND WT TEXAPORE HIGH MEN     AUCKLAND WT TEXAPORE BOOT H WOMEN

   MOUNTAIN DNA LT MID MEN / WOMEN     JACK WT MID MEN / WOMEN

     ASPEN TEXAPORE HIGH WOMEN     JACKSON MID MEN
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MOUNTAINEERING TREKKING HIKING/MULTIFUNCTION

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIXACTIVE OUTDOOR

240

179,95€

189,95€

199,95€

219,95€

169,95€

159,95€

149,95€

139,95€

129,95€

119,95€

124,95€

109,95€

94,95€

89,95€

84,95€

79,95€

99,95€

A MA/BB/C BC

WILDERNESS 

XT

SCRAMBLER 

XT 

WILDERNESS  

PEAK

CASCADE 

HIKE LT

SCRAMBLER  

LITE 

WILDERNESS 

LITE

CASCADE 

HIKE LT

SCRAMBLER 

FORCE STRIKER

FORCE STRIKER
CASCADE 

HIKE XT

CASCADE HIKE 

XTL

CASCADE 

HIKE XT

VOJO 3 WT

VOJO 3

VOJO 3

WOODLAND

DOWNHILL

DOWNHILL

FAST STRIKER 

SHIELD

WOODLAND

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIXACTIVE OUTDOOR
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TREKKING HIKING/ MULTIFUNCTION

179,95€

189,95€

199,95€

219,95€

169,95€

159,95€

149,95€

139,95€

129,95€

119,95€

124,95€

109,95€

94,95€

89,95€

84,95€

79,95€

99,95€

A MA/BB/C B

WILDERNESS XT

SCRAMBLER 

XT 

CASCADE 

HIKE LT

SCRAMBLER  

LITE 

WILDERNESS LITE

CASCADE 

HIKE LT

SCRAMBLER 

DOWNHILL 

DOWNHILL 

FORCE 

STRIKER

FORCE 

STRIKER CASCADE 

HIKE XT

CASCADE HIKE 

XTL

CASCADE HIKE 

XT VOJO 3 WT

VOJO 3

VOJO 3

WOODLAND

FAST STRIKER 

SHIELD

WOODLAND

MEN ACTIVE OUTDOOR   PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIX WOMEN ACTIVE OUTDOOR   PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIX

The broad overview: 
new categories for orientation and new models in all price segments 

Everything at a single glance: 
the new categories for optimal orientation and the new models in all price segments
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PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIXEVERYDAY OUTDOOR

159,95€

169,95€

179,95€

189,95€

149,95€

139,95€

129,95€

124,95€

119,95€

99,95€

109,95€

89,95€

69,95€

59,95€

4995€

39,95€

79,95€

TRAVEL & LEISURE
JACK/JACKSON MOUNTAIN DNA ASPEN AUCKLAND

WINTER BOOTS

251

JACKSON MID M 

MOUNTAIN DNA 

LT MID
AUCKLAND WT 

HIGH M

AUCKLAND WT 

MID M
MOUNTAIN 

DNA LT

MOUNTAIN 

DNA 

ASPEN HIGH M 

ASPEN MID M 

JACKSON LOW M 

JACK MID

JACK WT MID

JACK RIDE

268

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIX

159,95€

169,95€

179,95€

189,95€

149,95€

139,95€

129,95€

124,95€

119,95€

99,95€

109,95€

89,95€

69,95€

59,95€

4995€

39,95€

79,95€

TRAVEL & LEISURE
JACK MOUNTAIN DNA ASPEN AUCKLAND NEVADA

WINTER BOOTS

EVERYDAY OUTDOOR

JACK MID

JACK RIDE

MOUNTAIN 

DNA LT MID

AUCKLAND WT 

BOOT HIGH W

AUCKLAND WT 

BOOT W

NEVADA HIGH W

NEVADA MID W

NEVADA RIDE 

LOW W

MOUNTAIN 

DNA LT

MOUNTAIN 

DNA 

ASPEN MID W

ASPEN HIGH W 

JACK WT MID

MEN EVERYDAY OUTDOOR   PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIX WOMEN EVERYDAY OUTDOOR   PRODUCT PERFORMANCE MATRIX

The broad overview: 
new categories for orientation and new models in all price segments 

Everything at a single glance: 
the new categories for optimal orientation and the new models in all price segments
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STRONG STYLES 
AND COOL NEWS
Perfectly equipped – ideal products for active kids 
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New models, strong functions, great colours – for the 2020 
autumn/winter season, JACK WOLFSKIN has reworked its 
range of kids’ products in many areas. Sustainable technol-
ogies and high-quality, completely recycled materials play 
an important role – not just for adults, but for children too. 
The multifunctional snow sports models are a real high-
light. Created in collaboration with the former world-class 
skier Felix Neureuther, they provide optimal protection 
against cold and snow and at the same time offer maximum 

freedom of movement in all winter athletic activities. The 
new collection scores points with many brightly coloured 
styles, and the casual mini-me look – matching apparel for 
parent and child – remains current. There is cool news in the 
area of equipment as well: innovative backpacks like the 
ROAD JACK and LITTLE JACK models, with many functions 
and attractive details, are ideally suited to the needs of lit-
tle adventurers, outfitting them perfectly wherever they go. 

 GREAT SNOW SNOWSUIT KIDS    GREAT SNOW JACKET KIDS

 GREAT SNOW PRINTED PANTS KIDS    ZENON PRINT JACKET KIDS

 SKIING WOLF LONGSLEEVE KIDS    STORMLOCK NIGHTHIKE CAP KIDS    ROAD JACK
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 GREAT SNOW SNOWSUIT KIDS    GREAT SNOW JACKET KIDS

 GREAT SNOW PRINTED PANTS KIDS    ZENON PRINT JACKET KIDS

 SKIING WOLF LONGSLEEVE KIDS    STORMLOCK NIGHTHIKE CAP KIDS    LITTLE JACK
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FALL/WINTER 2020

The focus is on urban, clean design, 
sustainability and high-performance 
styles. This high-end international line 
appeals to fashion-forward aesthetes 
who also set store by exceptional 
functions and fair production stand-
ards. WOLFSKIN TECH LAB is avail-
able online and in selected premium 
fashion stores.

TAKING 
OUTERWEAR 

TO THE NEXT 
LEVEL



Truffle

Copper

Bonsai Green

HUDSON YARDS PARKA M
Exceptional 3-in-1 parka

The star product of the new collection is this casual 3-in-1 parka 
combined with a super-warm down jacket. The high-quality 
3-layer material – outer fabric, membrane and inner lining made 
from fully recycled synthetic fibres – provides reliable protection 
against the rain and is also extremely breathable. The design is 
striking with its large patch bellows pockets. A total of ten  
pockets – on the chest, side and back and inside the jacket – 
provide masses of storage space. The accentuated clean look 
of the inner jacket filled with RDS-certified down provides a 
stylish contrast. It is quilted on the inside rather than the outside 
and can be attached very easily using the snap-in press-stud 
system. The fabric of the inner jacket is wonderfully lightweight 
and has an elegant sheen.

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE RIPSTOP PAPERTOUCH 3L; 
STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE RIPSTOP PAPERTOUCH;  
STORMLOCK 10D RIPSTOP; EN 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN 
(RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 
100 % PFC-free 
Weight: 1,190 g (size M)

KINGSBRIDGE JACKET M
Warm jacket, cool style 

This slim, warm down jacket with a high collar is a real 
fashion piece for urban trendsetters. The windproof outer 
fabric creates a wonderfully unusual visual effect: a special 
weave results in integrated ‘pockets’ that are generously 
filled with RDS-certified down. This means there is no need 
for quilting to hold the down in place. As well as creating a 
cool look, the design retains heat better. The no-nonsense 
clean cut emphasises the jacket’s stylish appeal. 

Material: STORMLOCK POCKET WEAVE; 
EN 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 
100 % PFC-free 
Weight: 615 g (size M)



Copper

Bonsai Green

Sahara Sand

UPPER EAST JACKET M
Voluminous look, technological appeal

Inspired by classic field jackets, this long-length, windproof,  
multi-pocket jacket is made from classy iridescent fabric.  
A total of six pockets in front and two inside pockets highlight the 
jacket’s technological appeal and offer a great deal of storage space. 
The extra-bulky filling made from RDS-certified down keeps the 
wearer nice and warm and lends the jacket a voluminous, 
modern look. 

Material: STORMLOCK CHANGEANT SHINY; EN 90/10 WHITE 
DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 
100 % PFC-free 
Weight: 1,025 g (size M)



Truffle

Sahara Sand

Winter Pearl

Bonsai Green

TOKYO CAPE W
Recycling statement with style

This is how modern and stylish sustainability can look: 
the outer material, membrane and lining of this water-
proof cape are made entirely of recycled synthetic fibres. 
The lightweight STORMLOCK shell is windproof, while 
the Z-LINER membrane offers reliable protection against 
water. The filling made from RDS-certified down keeps 
the wearer super warm. A relaxed fit is ensured by the 
slightly flared A-shape. Stylish details like the large hood 
and the elegant sheen of the lining emphasise the cape’s 
fashion appeal.

Material: STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE RIPSTOP 
PAPERTOUCH; STORMLOCK 20D RIPSTOP GLOSSY; 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE Z-LINER 2L; EN 90/10 WHITE 
DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 100 % PFC-free
Weight: 835 g (size S)

UPPER EAST COAT W
Extra long and extra stylish

This long, slightly flared coat with its classy iridescent outer fabric 
and wide quilted compartments is a real eye-catcher. The extra-bulky 
filling from RDS-certified down keeps the wearer lovely and warm. 
The large padded collar, in which the hood with adjustable opening 
can be stored, is as striking as it is functional. A belt allows the coat 
to be adjusted for an ideal fit and slimmer look. 

Material: STORMLOCK CHANGEANT SHINY; 
EN 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 800 cuin; 
100 % PFC-free 
Weight: 850 g (size S)



Dark Grey Heather

ABBILDUNG FEHLT

Copper

Sahara Sand

Bonsai Green

Bonsai Green

Midnight Blue

UPPER EAST TWIN JACKET W
Casual down layering  

This lightweight, windproof 3-in-1 down jacket is  
extremely stylish. It combines a short, high-collar 
inner jacket with a loose-fitting gilet. Thanks to the 
classy iridescent outer fabric, they both look great 
when worn individually as well. And they can be  
attached easily using the snap-in press-stud system. 
The thermal filling made from RDS-certified down 
keeps the wearer lovely and warm.

Material: STORMLOCK CHANGEANT SHINY; 
EN 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 
800 cuin; 
100 % PFC-free 
Weight: 485 g (size S)

MERCURY HOODY W
Urban look for fashionistas

An oversized hood and drop shoulders lend this hoody 
its especially casual appeal. Stylish details: the zip on 
the dropped hood allows it to be opened wide, while the 
longer back and drawstring hem emphasise the cool 
appearance. The odour-inhibiting fabric guarantees a 
long-lasting feeling of freshness. 

Material: DOUBLE JERSEY SOLID S.FRESH; 
DOUBLE JERSEY DARK HEATHER S.FRESH; 
STORMLOCK 10D RIPSTOP
Weight: 490 g (size S)






